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Background
-

Linguistics major, Spanish minor

-

“The Haunted House,” 4th grade

-

Always having a project

-

Fog Town

The neighbor’s porch light
The neighbor’s porch light is green. I try to shut my eyes and ignore it but it’s one of those lights that
bleeds through your eyelids like they’re tissue paper. So I turn on my other side, but it’s lighting up my
wall, getting brighter and brighter behind my eyelids. And I close the curtains and put my head under a
cushion and throw the covers over me but the neighbor’s porch light is greener than green and it’s peeling
back the sheets, or maybe those are my eyelids, but it doesn’t matter anymore because it’s all I can see
and all I can hear and there’s nothing but green getting louder and louder. And louder. Until I can manage
to get myself out of that room. Away from that light that cuts through the night.
So I switch my room with the guest room. I walk to other direction to the bus stop. The green
light never disappears, but it scampers away to hide, content to lurk somewhere almost beyond the edges
of my conscious mind. Somewhere I can’t quite see, but can never stop feeling. Because even those
nights, in the new room, I can still feel the green light’s glow reaching its fingers around my door, slowly
creaking it open to sneak in. I feel foolish to be so perturbed by a simple light, but it isn’t something I can
control. On those nights that it shines brightly, I am paralyzed, green ropes tying my limbs to the bed.
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Change the death
Change F.O.’s feelings
Add something else to lighten the tone
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The Synopsis

Final Thoughts and Takeaways
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Drafting is the most important step

-

Write what feels right

-

Deadlines and schedules

-

Utilize tools available and created

Future Direction
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Write more!

Not a single night here passes without the fog. Sometimes it settles in softly and slowly,
like a wary cat watching for unusual activity on the highway that runs through town. Other times,
it’s everywhere so suddenly it would be frightening if it weren’t so gentle. Most nights, it
happens while you’re not paying attention, but every night, like the town is tucking itself in, the
fog is here. And after a while, it starts to become hard to sleep without it.
On the nights that the fog takes a little longer to roll in, the air has a sort of tension.
There’s an electricity that comes from the anxious eyes of everyone waiting, fingers pulling the
slats of the blinds an inch apart to peer through. You don’t have to see or hear another living soul
to know they’re still awake. You can feel it in prickles on your skin and the pit of your stomach.
Maybe it’s something about the way the streetlights shine when there’s nothing between you and
them. Maybe it’s how there’s nothing to muffle the silence of nobody snoring. It could even be
the moon. There’s something unnerving about the way it dangles in the sky, asking you why it
hasn’t fallen to Earth—and what you could possibly do if it decided to. So, the town waits to
sleep until the fog arrives. That way, they’ll be cushioned if the moon falls in the night.
Tonight, the fog made an early bed as I sat on my mother’s porch, staring at the
only illuminated house on the street. Its porch light was a sickly shade of green that reverberated
in my head like a dissonant chord, but the windows glowed with a warm yellow light. Their
curtains were drawn, except for a sliver showing the inner workings of the place.
I could see the corner of a young-looking man’s face. He looked to be talking to
someone behind the drapes, but occasionally, he would glance out the window. It felt like he was
looking in my eyes but there was no way he could see me where I sat in the darkness. Still, he
kept doing it.
When I arrived earlier that day, two women had come out of the house to greet me. One
was tall and blond, wearing a full-length green gown as if she was about to attend a red carpet.
The other was short and her hair was just beginning to gray, streaks of ash painted among the
browns.
The taller one spoke first, “Hi darling. I’m Evelyn. This is Greta”
I recognized those names; these were two of the neighbors my mom liked. Or maybe
disliked? Definitely one of the two.
“Nice to meet you,” I replied. “I’m F.O.. Heather and Walter’s daughter.”
Before I had even finished speaking, Greta was wrapping me in a claustrophobic
hug and patting the back of my head in what she must have thought was a comforting way.
“We know. I’m so sorry, your dad was a lovely man. He used to come over for
tea. You know, you’re older than you were in the photos he showed us. What are you now,
twenty-five, twenty-six? Are you still living in Chicago? How are you holding up?”
I was glad I was so cocooned by her hug that I didn’t have to fake a grateful expression. I
tuned out her words until it sounded like she was done and croaked out a thanks through the
fragment of my windpipe that was not being crushed by her collarbones.

“We’re here if you need anything,” she said, finally releasing me and standing beside
Evelyn again.
“We live just there,” Evelyn added, nodding towards their house.
“Thanks. I should probably get to unpacking.”
“Are you moving in?” Greta asked. “It would be so lovely to have you around, you’re the
spitting image of your father. It’s like you stole his nose right off his face.”
My polite smile faltered. People had always compared our noses, but I wished she hadn’t
said anything. I wasn’t going to be able to see my own nose anymore without thinking about his
death. Water rushing, him all alone--nope, this was not the time.
“Not moving in, just staying for a bit. I’m mainly here for my mom.”
“Of course. You should come over sometime, we can share stories about Walter. We’d
love to get to know you a little better.”
“Yeah, maybe,” I said as noncommittally as possible. I thanked them and made my exit
before they could corner me for longer.
But I saw neither of them in the house now, just this man. As I watched, he stood. This
was new. He moved behind the curtains for a moment, then appeared again, pressing his nose to
the glass and putting his hands around his eyes to block out the light from inside.
Instinctively, I flung myself back in the chair and slunk down into my coat,
pulling the hood over my face. He was definitely looking at something, but whether it was me or
not, I couldn’t say. Now that I had hidden myself away, I was afraid to come back out. I sat there,
so focused on holding myself still that I lost track of time. Had it been a few seconds? Minutes?
How long did I need to stay like this anyway?
Slowly, I pulled back just enough of the hood to let me get a glimpse.
The house was dark.
My heartbeat started to pick up again. Had he left the house? I stuck my head out
completely to search the street for movement, but saw nothing, which didn’t make me feel better.
I fumbled my keys around in my pocket until I had one between each finger and then slid with
my back to the wall all the way to the front door.
Despite my rush, I tried to close it gently to not wake my mother, but that turned out to be
unnecessary. She was sitting at the bench seat in the kitchen, awake and sipping tea. She had
gone to bed before I went out to the porch and she was usually the type of person that couldn’t be
woken even by someone vacuuming nails in the bed next to her, so something was amiss.

